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Welcome
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• Pre-service

• Elementary

• Middle School

• High School

• Other



Expectations

 Engage with colleagues intellectually, 

physically, emotionally

 Learn from each other

 Share

 Plant a seed for change!
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Four Corners Activity

 Purpose

 Determine our comfort level with CCSS

 Network

 Procedure 1

 Move

 Introduce yourself

 Discuss why you chose this corner

 Procedure 2
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Your Expectations

 Know, understand and be able to do…
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Learning Goals

1. Understand the instructional shifts (ELA)

2. Make connections between the CCSS and 

the instructional shifts (ELA)

3. Learn what comprises text complexity and 

how to incorporate it purposefully into the 

classroom

4. Learn strategies and tools for working with 

complex texts and academic vocabulary

5. Leave with tools and resources to support 

your work
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Focus

 Shift 3

 Staircase of Complexity

 Shift 4

 Text-Based Answers

 Shift 5

 Writing from Sources

 Shift 6

 Academic Vocabulary
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Six Shifts in ELA/Literacy

 Handout:  www.engageNY.org

 Read and Highlight
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http://www.engageny.org/


CCSS:  Organized in Three Sections

 Standards for ELA and Literacy in 

History/Social Studies, Science, and 

Technical Subjects K–5

 Standards for ELA 6–12

 Standards for Literacy in History/SS, 

Science, and Technical Subjects 6–12
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Three Appendices

• Appendix A – Research Supporting Key 

Elements of the Standards; Glossary of 

Key Terms

• Appendix B – Text Exemplars and Sample 

Performance Tasks

• Appendix C – Samples of Student Writing

• Achievethecore.org
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CCSS – Key Elements

The CCSS for English Language Arts 

(ELA)/Literacy are composed of the following:

 Standards (what students understand and should 

be able to do)

 College and Career Ready (CCR) Anchor 

Standards

 Strands (ELA K–12: Reading, Writing, Speaking 

and Listening, and Language; 6–12 Literacy: 

Reading and Writing)
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ELA   6-12  Use with Standards Handout
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www.sedl.org



Staircase of Complexity

Shift 314



Shift 3:  Complex Texts  Handout

Guiding 

Questions

 What do the CCSS require students to do 

with complex texts?

 What is the role of the teacher in engaging 

students with complex texts?

 What are the attitudes and behaviors 

necessary for students to effectively 

engage with complex texts?

 What changes (if any) in practice will we 

have to make to address shift 3?
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Handout!



What Makes a Text Complex?

Complex Text Webinar

3-2-1 Activity

3 ideas that resonate with you

2 ideas that are new to you

1 question that you have
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https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/simplifying-text-complexity


Determining Text Complexity
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• It’s not an exact science 

• No single source of information that accurately 

summarizes complexity

•   We need to use our professional judgment and consider

– Quantitative Measures

– Qualitative Measures

– Reader and Task Considerations

Figure 1: The Standards’ Model of Text Complexity



Reading Standard 10

 “Read and comprehend complex literary and 

informational texts independently and 

proficiently.” (p. 10)

 The Progression of Reading Standard 10

 Grade bands

 Text complexity requirements

 Scaffolding needs
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Quantitative

 Readability Formulas

 sentence length, number of syllables per word, 

word frequency
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What does Lexile Measure?

 What does Lexile measure?

A Lexile® measure is a valuable piece of 

information about either an individual's 

reading ability or the difficulty of a text, like 

a book or magazine article. The Lexile 

measure is shown as a number with an 

"L" after it — 880L is 880 Lexile.

From: http://www.lexile.com/about-lexile/lexile-overview/
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http://www.lexile.com/about-lexile/lexile-overview/
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Quantitative: Tools
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Lexile Levels

Application for student loan

College Textbooks

W4 Forms

CD-DVD Instructions

Wall Street Journal

Where the Wild Things Are

Grapes of Wrath
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Lexile Levels

Application for student loan 1270

College Textbooks 1215

W4 Forms 1260

CD-DVD Instructions 1080

Wall Street Journal 1320

Where the Wild Things Are 740

Grapes of Wrath 680
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Lexile Levels of Occupational 

Reading Materials



Qualitative

 Text layout

 Purpose and meaning

 Text structure

 Language features

 Knowledge demands on reader
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What are the Qualitative Features of Complex Text?

• Subtle and/or frequent transitions

• Multiple and/or subtle themes and purposes

• Density of information

• Unfamiliar settings, topics or events

• Lack of repetition, overlap or similarity in words and sentences

• Complex sentences

• Uncommon vocabulary

• Lack of words, sentences or paragraphs that review or pull 

things together for the student

• Longer paragraphs

• Any text structure which is less narrative and/or mixes structures
27



Which text is more complex?  Handout

Lincoln was shaken by the 

presidency. Back in 

Springfield, politics had been 

a sort of exhilarating game; 

but in the White House, 

politics was power, and 

power was responsibility. 

Never before had Lincoln held 

executive office. In public life 

he had always been an 

insignificant legislator whose 

votes were cast in concert 

with others and whose 

decisions in themselves had 

neither finality nor 

importance. As President he 

might consult with others, 

but innumerable grave 

decisions were in the end his 

own, and with them came a 

According to those who knew 

him, Lincoln was a man of 

many faces. In repose, he 

often seemed sad and 

gloomy.  But when he began 

to speak, his expression 

changed. “The dull, listless 

features dropped like a 

mask,” said a Chicago 

newspaperman. “The eyes 

began to sparkle, the mouth 

to smile, the whole 

countenance was wreathed 

in animation, so that a 

stranger would have said, 

‘Why, this man, so angular 

and solemn a moment ago, is 

really handsome.’”28

Text 1 Text 2 Nwww.newsela.com
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http://programs.ccsso.org/projects/common%20core%20resources/documents/Informational%20Text%20Qualitative%20Rub

ric.pdf

http://programs.ccsso.org/projects/common core resources/documents/Informational Text Qualitative Rubric.pdf


Resources

 Literary Text Rubric

 Reader and Task Consideration
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http://programs.ccsso.org/projects/common core resources/documents/Literary Text Qualitative Rubric.pdf
http://programs.ccsso.org/projects/common core resources/documents/Reader and Task Considerations.pdf


Reader and Task

 Cognitive capabilities
 Attention, memory, critical analytic abilities

 Motivation and engagement

 Interest, confidence as a reader

 Prior knowledge

 Vocabulary, comprehension strategies, linguistic  structures, genres

 Purpose and intended outcome

 Type of reading

 Skimming to get the gist, studying for retention

More in Appendix A, Common Core State Standards in ELA & Literacy
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Engaging With Complex Text

 Reading Activity:  What in fact do 

you do when you read a challenging 

text?

Read the very first pages of the 

Introduction to Kant’s Critique of Pure 

Reason. What is Kant saying here?
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Engaging With Complex Text

 Want to Know How 

Students Feel When 

They Read Complex 

Texts?

 Grant Wiggins, Authentic 

Education

 Monitoring Your 

Understanding:  A 

Revealing Exercise 

for Teachers
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http://www.teachthought.com/literacy-2/how-students-feel-when-they-read-complex-texts/


Think about…

 What do you do when you read challenging 

text? 

 What do you do when you do not understand 

on first pass?

 What you were doing as you were “reading.” 

 Your eyes?

 Your thinking?

 Your mind?
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Consider…

1. Using arrows and labels, what was the visual “itinerary” of your 

reading. Where did your eyes go to, when, and why, as you read?

2. What questions, if any, did you ask yourself as you read? Mark the 

places on the text.

3. Where did you get stuck, if any place? (Mark the text) What, then, 

did you do, if you got stuck?

4. If you could not “unstuck” yourself at each moment of being stuck, 

what did you do next – and why?

5. Which “reading strategies” did you use when (without my having 

prompted you to use any)? If not, why not, do you think? If so, 

which ones did you consciously choose and why?

6. Where /when did you start feeling dumb/frustrated if at all. What 

did you do/feel about it if you did? If you quit, say where and why.

7. On a scale of 1-4, how confident are you of your understanding of 

Kant’s opening setup of his inquiry?
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 Know where the complexity lies within a text to 

support students and provide strategies 

needed to read successfully.
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Teaching Kids to Read

 National Center for Literacy Education
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By the time adolescent students are 

being challenged by disciplinary 

[complex] texts, literacy instruction has 

often evaporated. 

(Shanahan & Shanahan. Harvard Educational Review. 78:1 

Spring 2008, p 51)



Reading Tip Sheet
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 Comic Book Templates – Complex Text
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https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/teaching-nonfiction-entry-points


Digging Deeper

 Activity:  Examine the anchor standards for 

reading:  Which apply to shift 3?
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Implications for our Work 

1. “The CCSS asks us to have students engage 

with much more complex texts at virtually 

every grade level.”

2. “Read less…more closely.  Take 

opportunities to slow down and reread.”

3. “You have to have a discipline of really 

engaging with the text yourself.  This level 

of teaching is going to require very careful 

attention to the text on the part of 

teachers.”

41

Posted



Shift 3:  Complex Texts

Guiding 

Questions

 What do the CCSS require students to do 

with complex texts?

 What is the role of the teacher in engaging 

students with complex texts?

 What are the attitudes and behaviors 

necessary for students to effectively 

engage with complex texts?

 What changes (if any) in practice will we 

have to make to address shift 3?
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Text-Based Answers

Shift 443



Shift 4:  Text-Based Answers

Guiding 

Questions

 What is the importance of cultivating 

students’ close reading of a text?

 What are questions worth asking?

 How can we get students to go beyond 

making the easy connection with the text 

they are reading to a deeper connection?

 What changes (if any) in practice will we 

have to make to address shift 4?
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Handout



Where do We Begin?

 Be willing to return to the text multiple times

 Scaffold/support students

 Reassure students that rereading helps them 

gain a deeper understanding and new details

 Provide opportunities for students to talk

 Connect close-reading to writing tasks
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Text-Dependent Questions

 Our experiences  Complex Text 

Evidence
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 Slow it down

 Encourage repeated readings
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Have you ever…

•seen a movie more than once?

•listened to a song more than once to 
understand its meaning?

•reread a piece of text because you didn’t 

understand it the first time?
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Let’s Watch A Close Reading:

What are your take aways?

Close Reading:  6th Grade SS Class

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX3kNk3NrJo
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Three Types of Text-Dependent Questions

Questions that…

o assess themes and central ideas

o assess knowledge of vocabulary

o assess syntax and structure
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Text Dependent Questions…

• Can only be answered with evidence from the 

text.

• Can be literal (checking for understanding) but 

must also involve analysis, synthesis, 

evaluation.

• Focus on word, sentence, and paragraph, as 

well as larger ideas, themes, or events.

• Focus on difficult portions of text in order to 

enhance reading proficiency.

• Can also include prompts for writing and 

discussion questions.



Non-Examples and 

Examples
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•In “Casey at the Bat,” Casey 

strikes out. Describe a time when 

you failed at something.

•In “Letter from a Birmingham 

Jail,” Dr. King discusses 

nonviolent protest. Discuss, in 

writing, a time when you wanted 

to fight against something that 

you felt was unfair.

•In “The Gettysburg Address” 

Lincoln says the nation is 

dedicated to the proposition that 

all men are created equal. Why is 

equality an important value to 

promote?

What makes Casey’s experiences 

at bat humorous?

What can you infer from King’s

letter about the letter that he 

received?

“The Gettysburg Address” 

mentions the year 1776. 

According to Lincoln’s speech, 

why is this year significant to 

the events described in the 

speech?

Not Text-Dependent Text-Dependent



Reading Strategies and Text-

Dependent Questions

• Text-dependent questions generally call 

on students to employ reading strategies.

• Strategies are no longer taught in 

isolation.

• The text and readers’ need to 

comprehend it should determine what 

strategies are activated - not the other 

way around. 54



Key Elements of Close Reading Instruction

 Focus on portions of a text that pose the 
biggest challenge to comprehension

 Ask text-dependent questions

 Assign tasks that require students to analyze 
for evidence

 Lead the reader – author’s purpose and 
purpose for reading the text
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Creating Text-Dependent Questions

Step 1 Identify the core understandings and key ideas 

of the text.

Step 2 Start small to build confidence.

Step 3 Target vocabulary and text structure.

Step 4 Tackle tough sections head-on.

Step 5 Create coherent sequences of text-dependent 

questions.

Step 6 Identify the standards that are being 

addressed.

Step 7 Create the culminating assessment.



 Close Reading in Art
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https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/ccss-and-integrated-art-lessons-getty


Students read the text independently with 
pencil in hand, noting central ideas, confusions, 
and key details,

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/student-annotated-reading-strategy



Teacher reads text aloud and thinks aloud, 
modeling how she tracks understanding and 
thinks through difficulties. Teacher emphasizes 
deep meaning concepts.



Teacher poses text dependent questions 
working from explicit to implicit.  Students 
respond with text evidence.

End with a Writing Task



Scaffolds for Reading Complex Text
achievethecore

• Chunking

• Reading and rereading

• Read aloud

• Strategic think aloud

• Scaffolding questions

• Heterogeneous small groups

• Recording

• Pre-prepping struggling readers to support confidence 
and participation

• Annotation strategies

• Cornell notes

• Paraphrasing and journaling
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Marking the Text

 AKA:  Reading with a Pencil; Annotating the 

Text

 Helps student stay engaged and focused on 

text

 Helps students when they return to text to 

show evidence

 This needs to be taught and modeled for 
students
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Sample: Quick Annotation Strategy
achievethecore

 ? = Ask a question

“The text mentions a the DNA study. What does DNA stand for?”



!!! = Note an interesting passage

“I didn’t realize that tapeworms can grow to 23 meters!”



C = connection to another text or piece of evidence

“The Ebola virus is like the AIDS virus we read about yesterday because….”

 (check)= Access prior knowledge; I already knew that!

“I knew that photosynthesis required water.”



X = Challenge your own thinking, new information

“I had no idea that Nobel invented dynamite.”



* = Reason that looks important

“I’ll need this piece of evidence about Triceratops to support my thesis.”

 "Box it" = Remember words you don't know, are repeated, or you just like

“I’ve seen the word ignominious several times, and I need to look it up.”
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Marking the Text
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Annotating Text

Teach students a format:

•Underline major points in the text

•Circle   key words or phrases that are 

confusing or unknown

•! for things that surprise you. Write single-word 

comments 

•? for questions you have during reading. Write 

your question in the margin.

•Draw an arrow when you make a connection to 

something inside the text 



Thoughts

• There is no one right way to have students work with text- dependent 

questions. 

• Providing for the differing needs of students means providing and 

scaffolding supports differentially - not asking easier questions or 

substituting simpler text.

• Listening and speaking should be built into any sequence of activities 

along with reading and writing.

• “Re-read it, think it, talk it, write it”

• The CCSS require ALL students to read and engage with grade 

appropriate complex text regularly. This requires new ways of working in 

our classrooms
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Practice!

 Handout  (Quindlen and Lazarus)
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 Close Reading:  Teach Like This

 Close Reading Printable Sheet

 Close Reading Lesson
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_hhMeE7Osw
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson-docs/CloseReadingPlanningSheet.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/professional-development/strategy-guides/close-reading-literary-texts-31012.html


Digging Deeper

 Activity:  Examine the anchor standards for 

reading:  Which apply to shift 4?
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Strategies for Marking Text
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What should students do?
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Resources

 Text Complexity

 It’s more than labeling a text complex!

 Academic Discussions:  Analyzing Text (ELL)
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https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/simplifying-text-complexity
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/assess-text-complexity-parcc
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/analyzing-complex-texts-ells-ousd


Implications for our Work

 “Careful planning; There is a real shift here.  

This requires spending much more time in 

preparing for instruction by reading carefully 

yourself.”

 “Ensuring that students are going back to the 

text for their evidence to support their 

argument, the challenge is how to do that.”

 “We talk in terms of pre-reading, during 

reading and post reading, but in many ways 

there’s just reading.”

74

Posted!



Reflection - Handout
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Anchor Standards:  Progression

 CCSS ELA Reading (Informational)
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Use the above link to access the Anchor Standards

Grades 6-12

– Key ideas and details, Standards 1-3

- Craft and Structure, Standards 4-6

- Integration of Knowledge and Ideas, Standards 6-9

- Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity

http://rt3nc.org/objects/standards/cclitmap/ela.html


Anchor Standards:  Progression

 CCSS ELA Reading (Informational)
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http://rt3nc.org/objects/standards/cclitmap/ela.html


 Let’s Dance
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMuJxd2Gpxo


Shift 5:  Writing From Sources

Guiding 

Questions

 What is the importance of the reading-

writing connection? 

 What changes (if any) in practice will we 

have to make to address shift 5?
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2. Reading – Writing Connection
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 Using the Anchor Standards for ALL (not just 

Reading), determine which ones apply to          

Shift 5.  Why?
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Anchor Standard 1, 2, 3

Text Types and Purposes

 “To build a foundation for college and career 

readiness, students need to learn to use 

writing as a way of offering and supporting 

opinions, demonstrating understanding of the 

subjects they are studying, and conveying real 

and imagined experiences and events.” 
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 arguments to support claims 

 informative/explanatory texts to convey ideas 

and information, and  

 narratives to develop real or imaginary 

experiences or events
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Anchor Standards 4, 5, 6

 Production and distribution of writing
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Anchor Standards 7, 8, 9

 This cluster of standards examines what 

students need to know and be able to do as 

they conduct research. 
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Anchor Standard 7

 Students conduct short research projects.

 They are based on focused questions rather 

than just a topic.

Ex.  Birds           or   Why do birds migrate?
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Anchor Standard 9

 This is one of the most fundamental parts of 

the CCSS – students are returning to the texts 

to find supporting evidence. It requires 

analysis of both literary and informational 

texts… 
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Anchor Standards 7-9

 We are going to conduct a close reading of 

these standards (7-9) for each grade level. We 

just walked through the 10 anchor standards 

for the writing strand. 
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Anchor Standards 7-9

 Use these questions to frame your thinking.

 Close reading on a cluster of standards

 This is a graphic organizer that you could use 

with your colleagues as you dive in to the 

standards and seek deeper understanding by 

reading closely. 

 You can also use this with students to gain 

deeper comprehension of a piece of text. 
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Close Reading:  Anchor Standards 7-9 (cluster)

Three questions that encompass three different 

levels of thinking.  (Sheridan Blau)

 1.What does it say?  (Literal level)

 2.What does it mean?  (Interpretation level)

 3.What does it matter?  (Reflection) 
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Close Reading:  Anchor Standards 7-9 (cluster)

 1.What does it say?  (Literal level)

What does it say, - A literal understanding is a 

prerequisite for uncovering deeper meaning in 

the text and is foundational to answering the 

second question “What does it mean?” 
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Close Reading:  Anchor Standards 7-9 (cluster)

 What does it mean?  (Interpretation Level)

We are asked to support statements by 

returning to the text and providing strong textual 

evidence. Requires a higher-level interaction 

with the text. 
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Close Reading:  Anchor Standards 7-9 (cluster)

 What does it matter?  (Reflection) 

The reflective level encourages us to move 

beyond the text (and self) and into deeper levels 

of reflective thinking. This question is an 

excellent way to consider themes in a 

contemporary light. 
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 Small Group Writing

 Writing Rubrics

 Art of Persuasion and Craft of Argument
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https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/high-school-writing-lesson-idea
http://blogs.egusd.net/ccss/educators/ela/rubrics-k-12/
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/rhetorical-devices-equip?utm_campaign=digest&utm_medium=email&utm_source=digest


 The National Council of Teachers of English 

and the National Writing Project state

 that writing activities and assignments should be 

designed with genuine purposes and audiences 

in mind. 

 in order to communicate effectively, our students 

need to understand why they are writing , for what 

different purposes, and for what audiences. 
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Pause…
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Give 1, Get 1

-What did you hear that resonated with you?

-What did you hear that challenged your thinking?



Academic Vocabulary

Shift 697



Shift 6:  Academic Vocabulary

Guiding 

Questions

 What are the distinctions between Tier 1, 

Tier 2, and Tier 3 words?  Why is it 

important to focus instruction on Tier 2 

words?

 What do you need to consider when 

choosing Tier 2 words to teach?

 What changes (if any) in practice will we 

have to make to address Shift 6?
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Vocabulary

Words help us represent, manipulate & 

reframe information

Vocabulary demands have declined, e.g., 

8th grade textbooks = former 5th

grade texts; 12th grade anthologies = 

former 7th grade texts



Research – Academic Vocabulary

 What do you hear?

 Procedure

 Read your handout and “mark the text”

 Meet with others with the same “color” (topic) and 

discuss (compare your take-aways)

 Meet with another color and repeat the process

 Meet with original group and chart out your big 

ideas
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Anchor Standards:  R-W-L-S&L:  

 Procedure

 Refer to Anchor Standards:  Reaching, Writing, 

Language, Speaking and Listening

 Discuss – which standards apply to Shift 6?
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Vocabulary

Which words should be taught?

Essential to understanding text

Likely to appear in future reading

Which words should get more time and attention?

More abstract words (as opposed to concrete words)

persist vs. checkpoint 

noticed vs. accident

Words which are part of semantic word family

secure, securely, security, secured
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 Academic Word Finder Tool

 Building Science Vocabulary

 Challenging Vocabulary

 Middle School – Building Vocabulary
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http://achievethecore.org/page/1027/academic-word-finder-detail-pg
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/strategy-to-build-student-vocabulary
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/teaching-hard-vocabulary-words
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/middle-school-vocabulary-development


Syntax and Text Dependent Questions

• Syntax can predict student performance as much as 

vocabulary does.

• Questions and tasks addressing syntax are powerful.
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Implications for our Work

 “It’s important to be strategic about the kind of 

vocabulary that we’re developing.”

 “Teach fewer words, but teach the webs around 

them.”

 “Figuring out which are the Tier 2 words and 

then…figuring out which ones I am going to 

teach.  Because…(you) can’t possibly teach 

all…Tier 2 words very thoroughly and still get to 

the heart of the matter with the reading.”
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Activity

 Read the Quindlen text.

 Underline the Tier 2 words in the selection.

 Compare the words that you have underlined with 

those underlined by your table mates.

 As a group, determine which words you might 

focus on during instruction.  Why?
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Connect

Linkleadlearn.com

pstewart73@gmail.com
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